
 

ENGLISH 

Spelling. Phase 5 phonics following ELS reading using knowledge of seg-

menting, blending, syllables, punctuation and sense.  

Reading comprehension. Read and listen to a range of non/fiction texts and 

poetry. Punctuation in writing, capital letters, full stops, question marks 

and phonic knowledge to spell.  

Begin to use apostrophes in contractions, prefixes and suffixes. More 

rhyme alliteration, simple biographies and alphabetical order. 

MATHS—white rose math's 

Place value up to 100. 

Partitioning, comparing and ordering 

numbers. 

Money– recognizing and counting coins. 

Time– to the hour, to the half hour, 

SCIENCE 

Growing frogs, growing butterflies and understanding their habitats. Naming some butterflies and 

discussing similarities and differences of some amphibians. Observing and using simple equipment 

to suggest ideas, questions and answers. Conduct simple experiments and grow plants. Name some 

GEOGRAPHY 

Continuing to name the countries and 

capital cities of the U.K. Name the seven 

continents and five oceans. Identify the 

Equator, North and South Poles; use 

maps, globes, atlases and digital maps. 

Consider human and physical features 

RE AND PSHE 

Use the five senses  

to explore nature 

and reflect o aspects 

ICT 

Saving and filing work. Using Scratch to programme simple commands. Explore 

outcomes when buttons are pressed. Use ‘de-bug’ to correct mistakes. Begin to 

predict with a short sequence of instructions. 

PE 

Develop skills of hand-eye co-ordination and spatial awareness through 

playing games individually, in pairs or par of a team. Receive a ball with 

control and send a ball back. 

ART AND DESIGN TECHNOLOGY 

Using illustrations, like Quentin Blake, produce drawings and paintings in their 

style, i.e., line drawings. Make stick puppets and backdrops from the stories we 

listen to. Look at natural art in the environment, symmetry in butterflies, 3D card/

paper engineering as well as junk modelling. 

 
 

MUSIC 

Explore sound, listening walks, songs and instruments. Play a tune 

on the glockenspiel. 
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